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1

Introduction

Information technology and resources have become integral and indispensable to the pedagogic
mission of the University of California. Members of the UC community routinely produce and utilize
a wide variety of digital assets in the course of teaching, learning, and research. These assets represent
the intellectual capital of the University; they have inherent enduring value and need to be managed
carefully to ensure that they will remain available for use by future scholars. Within the UC system
the UC Curation Center (UC3) of the California Digital Library (CDL) has a broad mandate to ensure
the long-term usability of the digital assets of the University. UC3 views its mission in terms of
digital curation, the set of policies and practices aimed at maintaining and adding value to authentic
digital assets for use by scholars now and into the indefinite future [Abbott].
In order to meet these obligations UC3 is developing Merritt, an emergent approach to digital curation
infrastructure [Merritt]. Merritt devolves infrastructure function into a growing set of granular,
orthogonal, but interoperable micro-services embodying curation values and strategies [Foundations].
Since each of the services is small and self-contained, they are collectively easier to develop, deploy,
maintain and enhance [Denning]; equally as important, since the level of investment in and
commitment to any given service is small, they are more easily replaced when they have outlived their
usefulness. Yet at the same time, complex curation functionality can emerge from the strategic
combination of individual, atomistic services [Fisher].
NOTE

The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”,
“SHOULD NOT”, “RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” are to be interpreted as described
in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2

Object modeling

Digital content curated in a Merritt environment typically will be managed by the Merritt Storage
service. The Storage service imposes minimal structural requirements on the digital content that is
managed in it; in particular, Storage-managed content is not typed so the service has no understanding
of object semantics. Additional requirements are necessary to facilitate the management of object
semantics. These requirements will be enforced by the Ingest service and the resulting object
semantics will be exposed via the Inventory service.
Merritt defines an object as the representation in digital form of a coherent intellectual work, c.f.
[FRBR]. An object is composed of an arbitrary number of versions, each representing a discrete state
of the object and further composed of an arbitrary number of files, c.f. [Dflat].
In order to represent the significant properties of the components of an object, a Merritt object MUST
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contain a special component that is an ORE resource map [ORE]. A resource map provides a flexible
and extensible mechanism for describing aggregations of resources in terms of RDF triples [RDF].
NOTE

An RDF triple is an assertion with the generalized form “subject predicate object”, where the predicate
defines the relation existing between subject and object.

Merritt resource maps MUST be serialized in Turtle [Turtle].
NOTE

The ORE specification currently only defines serializations in RDF/XML, RDFa, and Atom/XML.
Thus, Turtle is a non-standard ORE serialization. However, Turtle has the significant benefit of far
greater transparency for the human reader.

The minimal Merritt object resource map is:
# Minimal Merritt object version resource map
@prefix mrt: <http://merritt.cdlib.org/terms#>.
@prefix ore: <http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/>.
<object-url>
ore:aggregates
# Object files
<file-url>,
...,
<file-url>,
<resource-map-url>;
mrt:objectType
# Object type
“type”;
mrt:objectRole
# Object role
“role”;
mrt:primaryIdentifier
# Object primary identifier
“primary-identifier”.
<resource-map-url>
ore:describes
# Resource map declaration
<object-url>;
mrt:mimeType
# Resource map serialization
“text/turtle”.
NOTE

Resource map examples use the Turtle “,” and “;” abbreviation symbols. It is possible, and
acceptable, to express functionally equivalent resource maps using more verbose alternative
expressions.

The Resource map MUST define all object components and declare the object’s type, role, and
primary identifier. Note that the resource map MUST also include a reference to itself as a member of
the object aggregation.
An object’s type indicates its nature within a Merritt curation environment:
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Identifier
MRT-curatorial
MRT-system

Object type
A Merritt curatorial object. Curatorial objects are those representing content
originating from external curatorial contributors.
A Merritt system object. System objects are those necessary for the internal
operation of the Merritt curatorial environment.
Table 1 – Merritt object types

An object’s role further indicates its function within a Merritt curation environment:
Identifier

Object type

Object role

MRT-curatorial

A Merritt curatorial collection object. Collection objects
represent arbitrary administrative groups of objects.
A Merritt curatorial content object. Content objects
represent individual abstract works.

MRT-system

Reserved for future use.

MRT-collection
MRT-content

Table 2 – Merritt object roles

Additional object types and roles MAY be defined as necessary.
Some of an object’s file components may be considered to represent the primary information content
of the object, i.e. they are data; while other files may be descriptive of object components, i.e. they are
metadata. Metadata may apply at any component level: the entire object, a particular version, a subset
of version files, or a single file. The expression of metadata must conform to the semantics of a
specific schema, as indicated by the “mrt:metadataSchema” property, and the syntax of the specific
encoding and serialization, as indicated by the “mrt:mimeType” property.
All metadata relationships SHOULD be specified with appropriate resource map assertions. For
example, it is RECOMMENDED that a Merritt object defines a local identifier, resolvable to an
appropriate descriptive record in an external discovery system; asserts its membership in appropriate
administrative classes; and includes a minimal Electronic Record Citation (ERC) description [ERC]:
# Object local identifier, class memberships, and ERC description
@prefix mrt: <http://merritt.cdlib.org/terms#>.
<object-url>
mrt:localIdentifier
# Object local identifier
“local-identifier”;
mrt:hasMetadata
# Object metadata
<membership-file-url>,
# Object membership component
<erc-file-url>.
# Object ERC component
<membership-file-url>
mrt:metadataSchema
# Membership schema declaration
“MRT-membership”;
mrt:mimeType
# Membership serialization
“text/anvl”;
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<erc-file-url>
mrt:metadataSchema
“ERC";
mrt:mimeType
“text/anvl”.
NOTE

# ERC schema declaration
# ERC serialization

Until such time as a formal MIME type for the ANVL [ANVL] is established at the IANA registry, the
experimental MIME type “text/x-anvl” SHOULD be used.

The object local identifier SHOULD be meaningful in the local context of the object’s curator. In
general, this identifier SHOULD resolve to a more detailed descriptive catalog record for the object
external to the Merritt curation environment.
An object can assert membership in an arbitrary number of administrative classes. The class
membership mechanism MAY be used to define curatorial collections and other significant
administrative object categories. The object membership component MUST list all of the classes of
which the object is a member.
class
...
NOTE

An ellipsis (“...”) indicates arbitrary repetition of the previous element.

The object ERC component MUST define the four REQUIRED Dublin Kernel elements represented
in ANVL form:
erc:
who: creator
what: title
when: date
where: primary-identifier
[ where: local-identifier ]
[ how: methodology ]
[ why: exposition ]
NOTE

Brackets [ and ] enclose optional elements.

The “who” element SHOULD identify a person or party responsible in some manner for the object; the
“what” element SHOULD define a human-readable title for the object; the “when” element SHOULD
describe the object’s creation date; and the “where” element SHOULD specify the object’s primary
identifier. An additional OPTIONAL “where” element MAY specify the object’s local identifier,
which SHOULD resolve to a more complete descriptive metadata record external to the Merritt
curation environment. The OPTIONAL “how” element SHOULD express the methodology of the
object’s creation; and the “why” element SHOULD provide an expository note regarding the object’s
creation.
NOTE

Object descriptive metadata should be meaningful in the object’s curatorial context. In general, this
description should be at the level of a FRBR work, rather than expression or manifestation [FRBR].
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This description is intended to provide a useful, but relatively simple overview of the object; in
particular, it is not intended as a substitute for complete cataloging, which is expected to exist external
to the Merritt curation environment at the location provided by the local identifier.

Required Kernel element values that cannot be supplied MUST use one of the pre-defined coded
values appropriate to the nature of the omission, for example, “(:unas)” (unassigned), “(:unkn)”
(unknown), or “(:null)” (meaningfully empty), c.f. [ERC].
Additional metadata MAY be associated with the object. Metadata semantics MUST be declared
using one of the following literal schema identifiers as the object of a “mrt:hasMetadata” property.
Object producers with latitude regarding metadata file names SHOULD use the reserved file names
associated with the various schemas.
Identifier
AES-X098B
CreativeCommons
DublinCore

File name (recommended)

Metadata schema

mrt-aes-x098b.xml
mrt-creative-commons.xml
mrt-dublin-core.xml

ERC

mrt-erc.txt

JHOVE2
MARCXML

mrt-jhove2.xml
mrt-marcxml.xml

MIX

mrt-mix.xml

MODS
MRT-ingest
MRT-membership
PREMIS-object
PREMIS-rights
VRA-core

mrt-mods.xml
mrt-ingest.txt
mrt-membership.txt
mrt-premis-object.xml
mrt-premis-rights.xml
mrt-vra-code.xml

AES-X098B audio technical metadata.
Creative Commons rights metadata.
Dublin Core metadata.
Electronic Resource Citation
descriptive metadata.
JHOVE2 characterization metadata,
MARC bibliographic metadata.
MIX / NISO Z39.87 still image
technical metadata.
MODS descriptive metadata.
Merritt ingest metadata.
Merritt class membership assertions.
PREMIS object preservation metadata.
PREMIS rights preservation metadata.
VRA Core cultural heritage metadata.

Table 3 – Metadata schemas
NOTE

Within a Merritt curation environment all file system names beginning with “merritt” or “mrt” (on
a case-insensitive basis) are reserved.

Additional metadata schemas MAY be defined as necessary.

3

Ontological classes and relationships

Merritt makes use of ontological classes and properties defined in the following namespaces.
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Prefix

URI

Ontology

cc
dc
dcterms
ore
mrt

http://creativecommons.org/ns#
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
http://purl.org/dc/terms/
http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms
http://merritt.cdlib.org/terms#
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdfsyntax-ns#
http://www.w3.org/2001/01/rdf-schema#

Creative Commons rights metadata.
Dublin Core metadata elements.
Dublin Core metadata terms.
ORE aggregation terms.
Merritt classes and properties.
RDF vocabulary terms.

rdf
rdfs

RDF Schema vocabulary terms.

Table 4 – Merritt namespaces

Aditional namespaces MAY be defined as necessary.
Merritt defines a number of its own ontological classes and properties, all in the “mrt” namespace.
3.1

Merritt classes

The following Merritt classes are defined.
mrt:Component
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type

Component
Abstract Merritt class for object model components: object, version, file.
rdf:Class

mrt:File
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdf:subClassOf
mrt:Object
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdf:subClassOf
rdfs:seeAlso
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File
Merritt class for files. A file is a formatted octet stream.
rdf:Class
mrt:Component

Object
Merritt class for objects. An object is the representation in digital form of an
abstract work. An object is composed of an arbitrary number of versions.
rdf:Class
mrt:Component
mrt:Version
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mrt:Version
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdf:subClassOf
rdfs:seeAlso
rdfs:seeAlso

3.2

Version
Merritt class for versions. A version is a set of files that collectively represents a
discrete state of an object. A version is composed of an arbitrary number of files.
rdf:Class
mrt:Component
mrt:Object
mrt:File

Merritt properties

The following Merritt properties are defined.
mrt:hasPreview
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdfs:domain
rdfs:range

hasPreview
Merritt property asserting that an object has a preview representation. The preview
representation should present a concise summary of the object, such as a thumbnail
for an image or an abstract for a document.
rdf:Property
mrt:Object
mrt:File

mrt:hasMetadata
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdfs:domain
rdfs:range
mrt:isDerivativeOf
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdfs:domain
rdfs:range
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hasMetadata
Merritt property asserting that an object component has metadata. Metadata provide
further information about the component.
rdf:Property
mrt:Component
mrt:File

isDerivativeOf
Merritt property asserting that an object component is a derivative of another
component. Note that both components must be of the same type. For example, a
file can only be a derivative of another file.
rdf:Property
mrt:Component
mrt:Component
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mrt:localIdentifier
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdfs:domain
rdfs:range
mrt:metadataSchema
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdfs:domain
rdfs:range

localIdentifier
Merritt property asserting that an object has a local identifier. A local identifier
should be meaningful in the object’s curatorial context and may resolve to a
descriptive metadata record for the object in a discovery service external to a Merritt
curation environment.
rdf:Property
mrt:Object
rdf:Literal

metadataSchema
Merritt property asserting that a file contains metadata conforming to a particular
schema.
rdf:Property
mrt:File
rdf:Literal

mrt:mimeType
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdfs:domain
rdfs:range

mimeType
Merritt property asserting that a file has a particular MIME type. MIME types must
either be registered in the IANA registry or be experimental types.
rdf:Property
mrt:File
rdf:Literal

mrt:objectRole
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdfs:domain
rdfs:range

objectRole
Merritt property asserting that an object has a particular role.
rdf:Property
mrt:Object
rdf:Literal

mrt:objectType
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdfs:domain
rdfs:range
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objectType
Merritt property asserting that an object is of a particular type.
rdf:Property
mrt:Object
rdf:Literal
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mrt:primarydentifier
rdf:label
rdf:comment
rdf:type
rdfs:domain
rdfs:range

4

primaryIdentifier
Merritt property asserting that an object has a primary identifier. A primary
identifier is the unique and persistent identifier used by a Merritt curation
environment to identify the object.
rdf:Property
mrt:Object
rdf:Literal

File system expression

Object components may originate from the object’s producer, an object consumer, or be generated
automatically by a Merritt service. The primary obligation of a Merritt curation environment is to
ensure the long-term viability of producer-supplied content. There is a somewhat lower obligation
regarding system-generated content, which presumably can be regenerated as necessary; and
consumer-supplied content, which by definition originates outside of the object’s primary curatorial
context. The distinction between component provenance is explicitly represented in the file system
representation of an object, c.f. [Dflat].
consumer/
[ consumer-supplied-files
... ]
producer/
[ producer-supplied-files
... ]
system/
[ mrt-erc.txt ]
[ mrt-ingest.txt ]
[ mrt-membership.txt ]
mrt-object-map.ttl
[ system-generated-files
... ]

By convention the file “mrt-object-map.ttl” is the Merritt object resource map automatically
generated by the Merritt Ingest service at the time of submission.
The full form of an object resource map is:
# Merritt object version resource map
@prefix mrt: <http://merritt.cdlib.org/terms#>.
@prefix ore: <http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/>.
<object-url>
ore:aggregates
# Object files
<file-url>,
...,
<file-url>,
<resource-map-url>;
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mrt:objectType
“type”;
mrt:objectRole
“role”;
mrt:primaryIdentifier
“primary-identifier” [ ;
mrt:localIdentifier
“local-identifier” ] [ ;
mrt:hasMetadata
[ <ingest-file-url> ] [ ,
<membership-file-url> ] [ ,
<erc-file-url> ] [ ,
<metadata-file-url> ] [ ,
... ] [ ;
mrt:hasPreview
<preview-file-url> ] .
<resource-map-url>
ore:describes
<object-url>;
mrt:mimeType
“text/turtle”.
[ <membership-file-url>
mrt:metadataSchema
“MRT-membership”;
mrt:mimeType
“text/anvl”. ]
[ <erc-file-url>
mrt:metadataSchema
“ERC";
mrt:mimeType
“text/anvl”. ]
[ <metadata-file-url>
mrt:metadataSchema
“schema”;
mrt:mimeType
“mime”. ]
...

# Object type
# Object role
# Object primary identifier
# Object local identifier
#
#
#
#
#

Object
Object
Object
Object
Object

metadata
ingest component
membership component
ERC component
metadata component

# Object preview component

# Resource map declaration
# Resource map serialization

# Membership schema declaration
# Membership serialization

# ERC schema declaration
# ERC serialization

# Metadata schema declaration
# Metadata serialization
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